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Abstract
Nonlinear acoustic effects associated with high speed
flow, engine liners, and sound propagation through (possibly turbulent) boundary layers make the prediction of
noise radiation from advanced ducted fans a very difficult problem. This paper discusses a numerical algorithm being developed to solve this highly complicated problem on a massively parallel Connection Machine computer. These computers currently have a peak
speed of 131 billion operations per second and in the
near future will be capable of over a trillion operations per second, which will allow us to predict aero&caustics more accurately than previously possible. The
scheme that has been implemented is a hybrid scheme
that solves the 3-D Navier-Stokes equations in the nearfield and then uses a moving Kirchhoffsurface to predict
the far-field. The Navier-Stokes equations are solved in
a time-accurate manner using a finite volume scheme
and Runge-Kutta time marching. The resulting sohtion from this is then passed to the Kirchhoff surface
routine, based on the theory of Farassat and Myers [SI.
The Kirchhoff method is shown to work very well with
a moving monopole test case. Nonreflecting boundary
conditions are important in computational aeroacoustics, and these conditions of the Navier-Stokes algarithm are also shown to work well. The coupling of
the Navier-Stokes and Kirchhoff methods is described
and some test results are presented. Preliminary results show that the schrmes are able to effectively use
the massively parallel computers.
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Introduction

complicated aeroacoustic phenomena we must simultaneously solve the fluid dynamics and the aeroacoustics
due to the coupling between them. Noise radiation from
high bypass ratio advanced ducted fans forms one of
the most complicated aeroacoustic problems. Nonlinear
acoustic effects associated with high speed flow, engine
liners, and sound propagation through (possibly turbulent) boundary layers make the prediction of noise
radiation from ducted fans a very difficult task.
Noise radiated forward from a high bypass ratio engine is mostly generated by the fan. Due to high tip
speeds of the blades of the fan, there is usually a shock
wave pattern that radiates into the duct of the engine inlet [I] in addition to the rotor-stator interaction
tones (21. Considering that there is also a high speed
sheared mean flow in an engine inlet duct, the complexity of the problem becomes apparent. Analysis of
sound radiation from ducted fans has been mostly limited to linear theory [l], [3]. However, a more complete theory is required to analyze sound propagation
and radiation in high bypass ratio ducted fans due to
nonlinearity involved. This research is not concerned
with sound generating mechanisms at the fan, but is
concerned with sound propagation through nonuniform
engine inlets and radiation to free space. Therefore, the
Navier-Stokes equations will be solved throughout the
engine inlet and in the close surroundings with a given
sound source or a simple model at the fan stage.
ln computational aeroacoustic (CAA) calculations
that use standard finite difference or finite volume methods in 3-D space, one may not be able to use a computational domain that extends to the point of interest. This
is due to both computational speed and memory limitations and possible phase and amplitude errors that can
accumulate, Therefore, one usually truncates the computational domain using nonreflecting boundary
tions on the artificial boundary. One can then use the
Kirchhoff method that has recently been used l.4 to

-

Computational fluid dynamics techniques and computational aeroacoustics techniques have become more and
more similar over the last few years. This is due to two
effects: l) faster computers a'1ow us to
more predict far-field sound radiation from moving surfaces.
of the physics of the flow and 2, as we investigate more 'phis method can be effectively used provided that the
time-history of the acoustic pressure on such a surface
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Even though there has been great progress in the development of radiation boundary conditions [6], [7],
reflections from the artificial boundaries may still occur. The accuracy near these boundaries may not be
as high as at interior points. To minimize these effects,
one can also construct a Kirchhoff surface in the interior of a computational domain and use this surface
to predict the far-field noise level. This would provide
a buffer region between the Kirchhoff surface and the
far-field and may permit one to use the natural damping of larger cells to minimize unwanted reflections back
into the domain (since no far-field boundary condition
is truly non-reflecting at this time).
The Navier-Stokes algorithm is described in the following section, which is followed by a discussion of the
Kirchhoff method. Results of some steady and unsteady
flow problems are presented and a description of the
coupling of the Navier-Stokes method with the Kirchhoff method is given along with some test results.

Without the integral signs this is the conservative form
of the Navier-Stokes equations used in finite differenc-

ing. The numerical integration of these equations starts
with decomposition of the computational domain into
small hexahedral cells (structured grid). When transformed in the curvilinear coordinate system and applied
to a computational cell (i,j,k), shown in Figure 1, the
above equations take the following form:
d
-(AvQ)i,j,k
dt

+ (E:+l/Z,;,k - E L / 2 , , , k )
-FLi/2,k)

+(Fr:j41/2,b

+(Gf,j,k+I/Z

- G;,j,k-l,J

where AV is the cell volume and
value of Q:

=0

(3)

0 is the cell averaged

and
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Navier-Stokes Algorithm

This section describes the 3-D Navier-Stokes part of the
hybrid scheme. The integral form of the Navier-Stokes
equations are solved using finite volume discretization
through a four-stage Runge-Kutta time marching technique. The form of the Navier-Stokes equations being
solved is given by

F*

+

+ ( q z E + l l y F + q z G ) @dZ,

G' =

$(LE

+ ZvF + CzG)dfdrl

(4~)
(44

where E , F , and G are the components of the fluxvector tensor F'that appears in Equation 2. The Jacobian and the metrics are related to the volume of the
integration element and its surface vector by

ity, total energy, total stress tensor, shear stress tensor,
heat flux, and the unit normal vector on the surfac%
respectively. For a perfect g$s the total energy is given
as PE = P / ( 7 - l) +
'
The shear stress is given
as ~ : j= p [ ( a u i / a z j
8u;/azi) - $5ijV .
where
6ij is the Kronecker delta function. The stress tensor
is related to the pressure and the shear stress tensor by
oij =;p&j
+ ~ i j . The heat flux q'is given by the Fourier
law, q = -kVT,T being the temperature, With the divergence theorem, Equation (1) can also be written as

iPv v.

=/A,
1l,

?I,

constant <.surface i n the curvilinear coordinate system.
The velocity and temperature gradients that appear

in the stress tensor 5 and the heat flux <, respectively,
can be obtained using Gauss' divergence theorem. In
the Cartesian system
u;nj dS.

The cell average of the derivative of ui with respect to
xj is then approximated by

aUi = 1
J J J, uinj

ax,
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AV

dS.

2.1

Runge-Kutta time integration

The method chosen here to calculate the surface integrals of the 3-D Navier-Stokes equations is similar to
Equations (3) are integrated using a fourth Order accu- that of Rai and Chakravarty [ll],who solved the conserrate four-stage Runge-Kutta time marching technique. vative form ofthe 2-D Euler equations using an implicit
The stages of this integration technique are given as
upwind method. They started with a finite difference
grid and constructed a control volume around each grid
Q(1) = Qn
Doint to intearate the eauations. Thev determined the
flow quantities at the Gaussian points using interpoAt
Q ( P ) = Qn
ap"-[F(Q("")]
- D(&("-'))],
lations, and obtained the pointwise values of the inteAV
grated solution using the reconstruction via a deconvo4
lution
technique, which is described in Refs. Ill], 1121,
Q"+l = Q"
- ~ ( Q ( P ) ) ] (5)
and
also
briefly described later in this section.
n=,
~The surface flux integrations are performed using
where the superscript n refers to the nth time step,
2-point Gaussian quadrature in each direction. The
and F and D are the total fluxes, D being the artificial
dependent variables Q at Gaussian points on a cell
dissipation flux. The constants a and ,D are given by
face are determined bv interDolations in the comDutational domain. For example, at the Gaussian point
a = [1/2, 1/2,1], ,D = [1/6, 1/3,1/3,1/6].
(i 1/2, j j,,k k,) on a constant &face, see Figure
2, any dependent vaiiable Q is determined with three
2'2 Second Order accurate finite
successive interpolation operations which are given as

-

~

~

%C~,[F(Q(P))]

+

+

+

volume discretization:

Cartesian flux components E , F , and G of the fluxvector tensor F aJe functions of the dependent flow variables Q = [p, pV, pEIT. Therefore, evaluation of the
surface integrals requires these quantities on the cell
faces, along with the metrics. The usual approach for
a second order accurate finite volume discretization is
p=-2
q=-2
first to calculate the components E , F , and G at the
cell centers and then take the average of two neighboring cells to determine these values at their common face
[8], [9],[IO]. A subsequent assumption of constant flux
over a face and an integration over all the faces of each where the constants c, are given by
cell result in a second order accurate scheme on suffi1
ciently smooth grids. Due to resemblance of this apcy = -{45,
-375,2250,2250, -375,451
3840
proach to central differencing, the scheme must be augmented with artificial dissipation to prevent odd-even and the interpolation functions a are given by
decoupling. A blend of second and fourth order dissi1
pation of Jameson et al. [lo] is used.
Q ( 4 ) = -(24
- 4 2 - 2@
44),
24
1
2.3 Fourth order accurate finite
R - I ( ~ ) = =(-164
16&+ 443 ~- 4444),

+

+

volume discretization:
.

In the second order finite volume discretization, taking the average flux of two neighboring cells to determine the flux at their common face and an integration
with constant flux assumption on the face were sufficient for a second order accuracy. However, for higher
order accurate schemes higher order surface integrations
are necessary. For this reason the dependent variables
Q are allowed to vary on the cell faces. The surface
integrals (4b,c,d) are then computed with a Gaussian
quadrature technique, which is widely used in integral
based methods such as finite element and boundary element.

1

a+i(4)

,.

+

= ~ ( 1 6 4 164'- 443 - 444),
1

atZ(4) = z ( - ~ 4 - b2 + 2~

+ 44).

The above coefficients c, and the functions a are given
for interior points and special biased interpolations are
used near the boundaries. The cells and the cell faces
that are involved in these interpolation operations are
illustrated in Figure 3. The interpolation in the idirection is fifth order accurate and in the other directions it is fourth order accurate. The procedure for
3
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finding Q at the other cell faces are defined similarly. By substitution of these terms into Equation ( 6 ) we have
The components E , F , and G at a Gaussian point are the pointwise quantity w ( ( , q, <) as
then
we,

%l/z,j+j,,ktb,

= E(Qit1/z,j+j9,ktbg)

piti/2,jtjg,h+kg

= F(Qitl/z,jtjlr,htk.)

II>o= m%C)

where h = A( = Av = A<. Thus the total fluxes
F ( Q ) of Equation ( 5 ) are corrected for the fourth order
The metrics a t the Gaussian points must also be accuracy adding -%(Ftt(Q)
F,,(Q)
Fc<(Q)) to it.
computed using a higher order accurate scheme. A The second order derivative terms are computed using
secondary finer grid is constructed such that the new a second order accurate finite differencing since these
grid lines split each cell face into 16 quadrilateral’s (see terms are in multiplication with ha,
Figure 1). T h e grid points of the finer mesh are ohtained from the original grid via interpolations. Then
2.4 Boundary Conditions:
the metrics can be calculated at the Gaussian points using piecewise interpolation polynomials. In second orThe current CFD method uses two different sets of
der finite volume techniques a cell face is assumed t o be far-field boundary conditions. One set uses the locally
planar. This may cause nonconservative integrations in one dimensional Riemann invariants based charactercomplex geometries where a cell face may not be planar. istic boundary conditions, which are usually used in
This difficulty is somewhat removed in the higher order steady state flow calculations. For time accurate prohfinite volume method by higher order approximations lems one should use time accurate boundary conditions.
of the metrics.
The Riemann invariants for incoming and outgoing
Since the total fluxes of the Runge-Kutta integration, waves are given by
Equation (5), are functions of the pointwise dependent
.
”
variables Q, and the solution variables Q is the cell averaged quantities, a reconstruction of the solution from
the averaged quantities is necessary. The reconstruction
+
is achieved hy a deconvolution procedure [ll], [12]. A where V,, = V, . A, and V,; = V; . A, The normal
moving average of any variable w in the three dimen- velocity and sound speed on the boundary face of cell i
are then given by:
sional computational domain is defined as
Giti/z,jtj,,n+k,

G(Qitl/z,jtj,,wk,).

+

-

+

-

w,11>0
At an outflow boundary, the interior cell density and
pressure along with the velocity are used to find the
flow variables in the ghost cell:

A Taylor series expansion is performed about ( I =
0 , ~=’ 0, = 0 and then the integration is performed:

p

q t , v > c )= W ( E , % C )

a%

a2

= h2-

at2

a%

ha-

ap

-h
-

c = 6+ (V, - x,)n

Similarly, at an inflow boundary, the free stream density, pressure and velocity are used to calculate the flow
variables in the ghost
p

From this equation one can obtain, by differentiation,
the following relations:
h

= (p:c2/p;y)1/(7-1),

= (p7_cZ/p,y)”(7-‘),

v = v, + (V, - v&)a
-

+

In both cases the pressure is found using the relation
p = pc2/y. In the above equations y is the ratio of
specific heats.
A more rigorous set of far-field boundary conditions is
based on the B1 operator of Bayliss and Turkel [6], [7].
They assumed that the solution in the far-field has a
wave-like behavior and then constructed a set of far-field
boundary condition operators using asymptotic expansions. Similar boundary conditions were also given by

+ O(h4),

2a2w
-+ O(h4).
a[=

4

Tam [13]. The B I operator satisfies the equality for
the asymptotic approximation to O ( r ~ ~ ) lwhere
~ = ~T * ~
is the position of the boundary point from an interior
reference point. This operator is basically given by
B1=

noise radiation from ducted fans is to use a Kirchhoff
,surface that is fixed relative to the source (in this case
the engine inlet). Thus Farassat and Myers' general
equation was reduced to [14]

'W

a + -i
-a7a+ 8T
T

where

P 2 = 1 - M , , ,2.

At a subsonic inflow boundary the only characteristic
that is out-going is associated with the acoustic waves, and
and therefore, the following radiation boundary conditions are applied:

I

p'

J

- T '
M7=M,-

I?

2 . 6 api
E1 = - ( & , V p ' + ~-)
Cm
ar

in which +
is the
i normal vector pointing out of the control surface (Kirchhoff surface), p' is the acoustic pres*
sure, M is the Mach number vector, ?'is distance vector
connecting the control surface point C, (y3, to the observer point (Z), (.'= S - 3 , and 8 is the angle between
the vector s a n d the vector 6.The integrands of Equation (7) are to be evaluated at the control point emission
time, rc.
The control surface is constructed out of the CFD
grid by specifying constant I ,7,and grid lines. Since
Equation (7) requires the surface parameters, such as
the normal vector and surface element area, the finite
volume grid of the Navier-Stokes method readily provide this information. The Kirchhoff surface must be
selected such that on the surface all the acoustic phenomenon is linear since the derivation of the Kirchhoff
method assumes linear acoustics [5]. Nonlinear effects
are important in the near field and it is hoped that the
Kirchhoff surface can be formed at several wavelength
distance.

At a subsonic outflow boundary, the characteristics
that are out-going are associated with acoustic waves,
entropy waves and vorticity waves. Therefore, at such
boundaries, together with the linearized momentum
equations the following equations are solved:

where r and r are as defined above, and it has been
assumed that the free stream velocity is aligned with
the z-axis, and a prime refers to the deviation from the
free stream value of the associated quantity.
In solving aeroacoustics problems accurate definitions
of the solid wall boundary conditions are also important.
In numerical algorithms that use finite volume techniques, the application of the solid boundary conditions
are rather simpler, since the finite volume technique requires the fluxes across the cell faces. In the current
4 Results
method,. chost
cells are used a t the wall and the velocity components at the ghost cells are determined forcing
a nrescribed
boundarv condition, Then the The Navier-Stokes/Euler and the Kirchhoff methods
density is solved from the mass conservation equation. have been both imp1emented On the connection machine, and tested for several cases. This section presents
steady state results for a transonic airfoil, RAE 2822,
3 Kirchhoff Method
and acoustic radiation from a moving and pulsating
cylinder. The effect of the spatial discretization on the
The generalized form of the Kirchhoff formula for mov- requirement of the number of cells per wave length is
ing and deforming surfaces was given by Farassat and discussed taking a 1-D wave problem case. Also preMyers 151. The current approach to the prediction of sented in this section are the test results of the Kirchhoff
5
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The second order result diverges from the analytical solution quickly while the higher order result starts deviating from the exact solution after several wave lengths.
The second order accurate scheme required nearly 50
cells per wave length while the fourth order accurate
scheme required 20 cells per wave length for the same
order of error.

method and the coupling results of the Euler/Kirchhoff
methods for a stationary and pulsating sphere.
-Y

4.1

Steady flow over a transonic airfoil

Figure 4 shows the steady state pressure distrihution
on an RAE 2822 airfoil a t a Mach number of 0.676 and
angle of attack of 1.89 degrees using the grid system
shown in Figure 5. The solid line indicates the inviscid solution and the symbols indicate the experimental 4.4 Coupling of the Kirchhoff and N-S
data [15]. Overall comparison is good even though some
codes
differences are seen in the aft portion of the airfoil due
The Kirchhoff method has been tested for a moving
t o viscous effects.
point source at different speeds. For this case the exact solution is available, and can be found in Morse and
4.2 Moving and pulsating cylinder
h e a r d 1161. For convenience the Kirchhoff surface was
As an unsteady flow case, a cylinder of finite radius chosen as a cube and the surface elements were generthat is simultaneously moving and pulsating was cho- ated by dividing the faces of this cube into equal numsen. The Euler equations were solved due to the na- ber of panels whose sizes are dictated by the frequency
ture of the test case selected, With this test it was constraint. The acoustic pressure and its derivatives on
hoped to observe a continuous acoustic radiation from the Kirchhoff surface were obtained using the expression
the cylinder with a doppler effect, as well as how the for the exact solution so that a direct comparison with
far-field boundary conditions work against the continu- the exact solution was possible. Having computed the
ous acoustic radiation. The grid used for this problem acoustic pressure and its derivatives on the Kirchhoff
is shown in Figure 6 . For test purposes the frequency surface Equation (7) was simply integrated assuming
was chosen low so that the the number of grid points re- that the pressure and its derivatives on each element of
quired was low and so was the computation time. There the surface were constant, provided that the elements
were approximately 30 cells per wave length in the up. were sufficiently small. The results from one case is
stream direction, and there existed a higher number of given here, Figure 11. For this case the Mach number is
cells per wave in the downstream direction due to the (0.5,0,0) and the frequency of the source is 1 0 K H z . For
doppler effect. This case was performed by first obtain- convenience the Kirchhoff surface was chosen as a cube
ing the steady state flow field and then turning on the and the faces of this cube were decomposed into equal
time accurate solid wall boundary conditions. The wall sized panels, such that there existed approximately 63
conditions in a finite volume technique is implemented points per wave length. The observer was located at
conveniently only by defining the time dependent mass (2500,0,500) meters, and the start of the observation
flux through the solid surface. In this test case the mass time is 10 seconds, but shown as zero in the figure. The
flux w a ~
defined as a sinusoidal function of time. The direction of the source movement was chosen such that
time history of the convergence to the steady state for it does not lie in the observer position direction, providthis problem is shown in Figure 7. Figure 8 compares ing an asymmetry to the problem. The Kirchhoff results
the pressure coefficient contours of the current solution compare perfectly to the analytical solution, and this
to the linearized potential solution. The overall pattern was always the case for other frequencies and speeds.
of the contours looks good. Finally Figure 9 shows the
The Kirchhoff method has been implemented on the
acoustic wave pattern emanating from the moving and Connection Machine computer using Fortran 90. The
pulsating cylinder. Notice that there are no apparent Kirchhoff formula alone is well suited to massively parreflections from the far field boundary indicating that allel computers since it involves essentially zero interthe far field boundary conditions work very well. Also processor communication. So the above test cases perthe frequency shift due to the motion of the cylinder is formed quite well on the Connection Machine comnoticeable.
puters. One of the test cases used 240,000 elements
on the Kirchhoff surface. On a 2048 processor CM200 (i.e. 64 weitek floating point chips), the code
4.3 One-D wave
achieved 150 megaflops. On a 32 node CM-5, it achieved
Figure 10 shows the results of a 1-D wave propagation 1,400 megaflops. So the CM-200 and CM-5 computers
given by the second order finite volume and the fourth achieved 12 and 34 percent of their peak speeds respecorder finite volume discretization with the exact wave tively. When coupled to the Navier-Stokes code, the
propagation. The number of cells per wave length is 20. only requirement of the Kirchhoff code for communi-
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cation is due to the necessary interpolation procedure.
The coupling is described below.
The Kirchhoff method and the Navier-Stokes/Euler
method have been coupled to each other and tested for
a stationary pulsating sphere. The coupling is realized
through a time marching and interpolation procedure.
First, for a given observer position and time, the elapsed
time for a disturbance to travel from its source to the
observer is determined. The sources of the disturbances
are the Kirchhoff surface elements and therefore each
element has a different elapsed time, and correspondingly a different emission time. For a given observer
time and position these different emission times form
an emission time spectrum, This is schematically shown
in Figure 12. On the Kirchhoff surface, the history of
the acoustic pressure in this spectrum is required by the
Kirchhoff formula. Also required in this spectrum are
the position vectors of the surface elements. Since the
emission time for a surface element can fall anywhere in
the spectrum, an interpolation procedure is likely to get
the accurate information since from the Navier-Stokes
solver only certain discrete time step solutions are available. In aeroacoustic applications, e.g. radiation from
a ducted fan, the observer (e.g. a microphone) and
the source (Kirchhoff surface) are fixed relative to each
other. Therefore, defining the observer position and the
speed of the source as inputs make the predetermination of some of the parameters such as the minimumand
maximum elapsed times, consequently the length of the
emission time spectrum, possible. These parameters are
calculated within a preprocessing routine. Other calculations such as the interpolations and integrations are
done during the Runge-Kutta time stepping. This coupling is schematically illustrated in Figure 13.

Euler solver was second order accurate in space. Although the observation period is short, this figure shows
the phase errors due to the Euler solver.

5

Conclusions

This paper describes a hybrid approach, where a finite
volume Navier-Stokes/Euler code has been coupled to
a Kirchhoff code. This code is being modified to model
engine inlet type geometries like the JT15D turbofan
engine inlet which has been tested both experimentally
and numerically [3], [le]. The boundary conditions of
Bayliss and Turkel have also been incorporated into this
program, to minimize reflections from the outer boundary.
This hybrid approach is very promising since it will
reduce the demands on the Navier-Stokes solver. The
Navier-Stokes solver will only he used in the near-field
where it is essential. In the region where linear acoustics
applies, it is much more efficient to use the Kirchhoff
formula.
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Figure 3: Interpolation for a Gaussian point.
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Figure 4: Pressure coefficient distribution
on a RAE 2822 airfoil at M = 0 . 6 7 6 , a =

Figure 5: Partial view of the 121x81 grid
system for a RAE 2822 airfoil
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Figure 6: The 91x79 grid system for moving and pulsating cylinder.
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Figure 9: Acoustic pressure contours radiating from a pulsating cylinder at M =
0.3, f = 6 0 ~ 2tine
, = 0.098sec.

Figure 8: Pressure coefficient contour
around a cylinder. Comparison of Euler
solution to linearized solution. M = 0.3.
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Figure 10: One dimensional wave propagation.

Figure 11: Sound radiation from a moving
monopole. Kirchhoff result and the exact
solution, M = 0.5, H = 20, f = 1 0 K H z .
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Figure 14: Spherical grid of N-S/Kirchhoff
coupling problem.
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Figure 15: Sound radiation from a stationary, pulsating sphere.

Figure 13: Coupling of N-S and Kirchhoff
methods.
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